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Next Thursday's
Fresno Trip
Costs Only $2.50
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College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, November 19, 1937
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Kaleidoscope
By WALTER WRIGHT

No. 10

From Papeete on the island of Ta
hiti comes a story concerning the
antecedents of Jon Hall, the latest
discovery of Samuel Goldwyn, who
may be seen now at the Geary
Theatre in the film based on Nordoff
and Hall's novel "Hurricane." It
isn't a story really.
Perhaps it
might be called a geneology. Any
way we pass it on to you, with the
recommendation that you make al
lowance for whatever embellishment
it may have received at the hands of
those shipboard raconteurs who re
layed it from Papeete to the dinner
Expect 300 Pacificites to Make Trip
table in Stockton where we heard it
a few nights ago.
GANGWAY, FRESNO!
University of Southern California and College of the Pacific dominated
Jon Hall is the pseudonym of
he Bakersfield Tournament held at Bakersfield Junior College November
Make way for the rootin'est, tootin'est bunch of Bengal sons you ever
Charles Locher, who received his ed
and
UC earned away cups emblematic of superiority in all
saw. Practically en masse, the Pacific student body will converge on the
ucation not from the missionaries in
Tahiti, but in a number of fashion rnsions except senior college women's section A, taken by Pacific and Raisin City on Thanksgiving Day to watch the fighting
Tigers defend
Victor Herberts Mile. Modiste" will be presented by the combined
able schools in Switzerland and junior college A, taken by Weber College. In the men's senior college their Far Western title against the snarling Bulldogs.
France. His grandmother was the section A Pacific s men's teams lost+—
forces of the Pacific Little Theatre and Conservatory of Music on the
+ Heading the C. O. P. migration
famed Lavina, a native Tahitian who four times to U. S. C. entries, these
evenings of February 17, 18, and 19, according to the announcement made
southward will be the special train
used to operate a hotel in Papeete. being their only defeats. Louis Santhis week by Director DeMarcus Brown and Dean John Gilchrist Elliott
delegation,
which
promises
to
exceed
She was known affectionately as the dine and Erwin Farley lost in the
Try0Uts for sinSln« roles will be held this afternoon, November 19, at
300. Bob Wentz, Rally Committee
Princess, and many travelers in the semi-final round to one team from
chairman, in public announcement at
that
institution,
after
dropping
a
pre
*4 p. m. in the radio studio of the
region remember her astonishing col
yesterday's assembly, revealed plans
lection of silk dresses, and the whim liminary debate to another from the
Conservatory. Previous vocal train
for the "special" and response has
Gregg Phifer and
sical habit she had of changing from same school.
ing
is not a requirement and any
been instantaneous.
Martin Pulich lost to Crawford and
one to another six or seven times
'S
member
of the Pacific Student Asso
Leaving the Southern Pacific sta
Roylston of U. S. C. in a preliminary
day.
ciation is invited to compete in the
tion
at
9
a.
m.
Thanksgiving
morn
round,
while
Atkinson
and
Goldberg,
Papeete in those days was a colony
tryout.
ing, the train will pull into Fresno
of refugees of one kind or another U. S. C. s undefeated champions
Ed. Note:—The following editorial appeared in the FRESNO at 11 :30 a. m., which means that
Since its initial production many
. . . misfits and romantics and moral beat them in the last debate of men's
derelicts . . . who found on this section A by a 2-1 decision.
COLLEGIAN on Friday, November 12. It seems that Fresno knows loyal Pacific rooters will eat their
years ago with Fritzi Scheff in the
Turkey dinner in Fresno. The game,
tropic island a peaceful haven where GIRLS VICTORS
a game is coming up. Pacific's answer is contained in the regular
leading role, "Mile. Modiste" has
starting at 2, will be over in time to
they could be safe from their wives,
editorial
column.
Among the women debaters in sec
By I. VLS
been a favorite with the American
enable
Pacificites
to
catch
the
6
or Main Street,
tion A of the senior college division
o'clock
train
for
home.
The
safari
public, and the music of Victor Her
Dress
rehearsal
of
Maxim
Gorki's
Sitting on the verandah of her it was a different story. Marie Nich Dear College of the Pacific:
will come to a happy ending when famous naturalistic play "The Lower
bert
is as popular today as it was
ols
and
Doris
Hancock
beat
U.
S.
C.
hotel, three hundred pounds of mas
the "special" wheezes into Stockton Depths" proves again that in the
thirty years ago.
This operetta
Do you remember Friday the Thirteenth, 1936?
sive dignity, Lavina watched this teams four times out of five to win
at 8 p. m.
Studio Theatre one may find great
perpetual flux of rootless humanity. the championship for the College of
should prove to be a worthy suc
drama
excellently
presented.
The
in
Do you remember what happened at Baxter Stadium, what LOW COST
'Should the distinction between
She accepted all of the emigres who the Pacific. Their last three victories
The caravan will include diner, timacy of the theatre itself adds to amateurism and professionalism in cessor to "The Student Prince", ac
drifted into the lobby, Jesuits and over U. S. C. came in rapid succes happened to a pair of Fresno State College teams that came to
cording to Dean Elliott.
dance car, observation car, and will the illusion created on the stage, and
stowaways and beachcombers, the sion after they were left alone to play against your frosh and varsity?
gives the play-goer a sense of oneness intercollegiate football be abandon PRODUCTION STAFF
carry
the
football
squad
and
band,
as
dreamers, the defeated and the dam combat two teams from Southern
ed?
Such will be the question for
with the situation.
The production staff of the com
ned. And for all she had her own California.
A man who works here, man by name of Bradshaw, hasn't well as the largest delegation of
This quality was particularly useful discussion on the Pacific Symposium,
rooters ever to raise the eyebrows of
bined music and drama departments
unique method of classification. If
Nichols and Hancock won last year forgotton what happened.
in
this
third
production
of
the
sea
Southern Pacific conductors. The
coming from the Campus Studio
they were "open and above board for Bakersfield the National J. C.
will consist of DeMarcus Brown,
son, because the type of drama term over KGDM Tuesday at 1;45.
Neither have 1700 students forgotton the walloping you gave cost of the round trip is $2.50, well
sinners" she spoke to them in French. women's debate championship. This
General Director and designer of
within the means of the average ed "naturalistic" has no apparent
Two
Pacific
athletes,
Leon
If they were respectable, normally fall they went back home represent our two teams.
plot; the action flows out of the
student.
sets; Horace I. Brown, Musical Di
robust pople who didn't have any ing their _new college and won the
"Squeaky"
Eakes
and
Beck
Parsons
'Those wishing to make the trip situation in which the characters find
Remember the final scores? Our frosh 0, your frosh, 7?
rector; Frances Bowerman, Choral
"reasons" for coming to Tahiti, she championship in senior college com
themselves. For that reason the will deliver two of the speeches,
should
signify
their
intention
as
soon
Director;
Arthur Farey, Business
spoke English and kept her distance. petition. The cup is now on display
That didn t hurt so much, C. O. P. . . It's that varsity game
as possible", Rally Head Wentz stat characterizations must be especially Beck Parsons defending the present
And to all those whom she consider in the debate office.
Manager;
and
John Crabbe, Stage
that hurts.
ed before the student body, "A min clear and definite so that the motiva distinction and Leon Eakes drawing Manager.
ed pretentious or deceitful, with a
In extemporaneous speaking Doris
tions
for
action
may
be
understood.
the conclusion. The first speech will
Ian you call to mind the score of the varsity game? We can. imum of 150 is needed to assure the
serene disregard for nationality, she Hancock won second place, losing by
Herbert's musical will be given as
Ed Lyon's set was well constructed
chartering of the train". Early in
spoke Tahitian.
be read by Forrest Darby and writ
a small margin to a U. S. C. speaker. It was Fresno ZERO, C. O. P. 17.
and
an
original
idea
of
incorporating
the second attempt to produce an
dications were that the signup would
Jon Hall's mother was the eldest William Russell was the only Pacific
the entry and steps to the Studio ten 'a A1 Learned They will main operetta.
"The Student Prince"
Well, this fellow Bradshaw who zvorks here; he's the coach of far exceed that figure by train-time
of the three surviving children. Of finalist in the senior college divi
Theatre
in the set gave depths and tain what might in debate parlance be produced in May, 1936, was an over
Thursday.
her history my informant had little sion, though all four men's debaters a football team we have. Nice fellow, but he's got an awful
reality to the scene. The curtain called the affirmative of the proposi whelming success with Norma BentAdd to these, the larger delegation
to say, except that she sailed away received good ratings, only slightly memory. Says he hasn't forgotten last year.
opens on a basement room, which tion.
ley and John Hoobyar in the title
of Pacific followers who will drive
from Tahiti about twenty years ago below the qualifying mark. Jean Mil
resembles a cave more than a struc
As Dr. Roy CL.McCall, director of roles of Kathie and the prince, Karl
down
to
Fresno,
and
it
amounts"
to
So this fellow Bradshaw and the 1700 students we have here
as the bride of Felix Locher, who ler, delivering an oration on Father
ture. Around the walls are bunks forensics and head of the Pacific Franz.
Romberg's most popular
was what we might1 call a gentleman Divine, lost out in the final round, are out to twist your Bengal's tail this year. No foolin', C. 0. P. a wholesale shifting of population where the various roomers sleep. It symposium said, "This problem de
operetta was given before two capa
that bodes ill for all the turkeys in
by birth and vagabond by choice. as did Russell in men's oratory.
is pre-revolutionary Russia and the serves the interest of every football city crowds.
We understand this fellow Stagg, who works up there, has a Fresno.
They now live in Los Angeles. There UNIOR COLLEGE
people gathered in this basement fan. Its presentation will be made
According to Pacific rooters and
This year's show will be given
pretty fair bunch of boys. Will you please tell them to get ready
is one incident which might bear tell
represent the dregs of society. Each by men who ought to know just
Bill Biddick and Trevor Griffiths
players, turkeys aren't the only things
ing—an accident which transformed lost out in the final round of sec for a walloping, Mr. C. O. P.?
one has a different background and what the situation is in the various three nights as a result of the in
that are going to be devoured at
that honeymoon into one of singular
all have come to the end of the trail colleges and universities on the Pa terest which made itself evident in
tion B in junior college debate. After
Fresno. The Bengals won't get their
the last musical. Details of the cast
We
hope
you
won't
be
chagrined
with
us.
We
really
mean
in poverty and filth.
horror.
cific coast.
defeating a U. S. C. team in the semi
Thanksgiving dinner until after the
ing will be given at a later date.
Shortly after their wedding Freida finals, they lost a judge's decision business. Know what our slogan is here? It's "Beat Pacific".
CENTRAL
CHARACTER
game, and they are out to try a little
Marshall Peal, Clair Tatton, and
Prominent Conservatory students
and Felix Locher wandered one to Barton and Jones of U. S. C. The
The motivating or central char
Bulldog meat for an appetizer, tough
Ed Lyon presented the last discus who are expected to take part in the
Well, see you on Thanksgiving Day!
morning into a section of the island latter team went into the finals of
acter is Pepel Waska, a thief. His
as it is reputed to be.
sion on the Symposium. Their sub tryouts are Norma Bentley, Mar
Freida had never seen. By midafter- junior college section A, losing there
father was a thief and he has always
SEASON'S CLASSIC
ject was the gambling situation in garet George, and Henry Hobson.
Sincerely,
noon they reached a shaded pool in to Weber college.
been
considered
one.
Max
Gobel
has
Stockton.
The clash between the Staggmen
the forest. They swam. Later as
and the Fresnans, coached by Jimmy the opportunity of creating an ener
FRESNO
STATE
COLLEGE.
Christina
Vanden
Akker
and
they were sunning on a rock Freida
Bradshaw, brings together in a grid getic and moody man whose love for
heard a sound behind her and turn Gladys Bartholomew, entering section
iron
"natural" two ancient rivals, Natalya, Claribel Coffman, finally im / /
A, won the only debate in which they
//
ed. Shuddering at what she saw
P. S. Are you running a Special Train for the game? Would both undefeated in Far Western Con- plicates him in murder.
were matched against a women's
Eugene Minson, recently seen in
there she pushed Felix into the pool
team. Neither of them entered any sure like to see you fellows down here. F. S. C.
'Excursion" gives an excellent per
(Continued on Page Four)
and dove after him. The creature
other field of competition. Neither
formance at Sahtin, also a thief, but
staring from the heavy matting of
Biddick nor Griffiths qualified in ex
who once was a telegrapher and now
ferns had quickened her memory.
temporaneous speaking.
spends most of his time getting
The lepers—this was the pool of the
During the course of the first tour
enough money to drink himself into
lepers. This was the rock . . .
insensibility. A fine make-up adds to
The French doctor at Papeete said nament the Pacific Student Associa
his characterization.
he was very sorry. An examination tion of the College of the Pacific
The California State Employment
The part of an old market woman,
now would prove nothing. Perhaps and Stockton Junior College beat
For the weekend beginning Decem Service is co-operating with the Stud
wooed by two men, certainly not for ber first, the Pacific Little Theatre ent Employment Bureau of the Col
in eight years one might be able to teams from Rcdlands four times,
her beauty, was well portrayed by will present as its second production lege of the Pacific and Stockton Jun
tell. During those eight apprehen Pasadena College and Nevada twice
Opal Tribble, who was cast in a simi of the season Sigfried Geyer's draw ior College in placing students of this
sive years Freida and Felix franti apiece, and U. S. C. Of five times out
lar role last year. Miss Tribble has ing room comedy, "By Candlelight". institution in part-time employment.
cally sought the advice of specialists of eleven debates, four of the last
a flair for this type of character, the
on two continents, until at last the won by the women's varsity.
Director DeMarcus Brown plans to
As a result of this co-operation of
thoroughly disillusioned and slightly present this farce of mistaken identity forces, the students are getting the
diagnosis ef a German doctor put an NEXT DEBATE
tawdry woman of the lower classes. against a simple yet colorful back advantage of full-time operators, who
end to their fears.
Yesterday Misses Nichols and Han
The "screaming scene" in the third ground. Using pale blue and gold are canvassing the entire city for
cock traveled to St. Mary's College
Sequel:
act was well carried by the perform as the predominating colors, Mr. work. And the benefits of a fullto
engage
in
a
facetious
debate
con
I know a man who would have
ance of Claribel Coffman.
Her Brown will stage this European time organization, operated solely for
laughed at their anxiety. He is cerning the question, "Resolved : That
movements were particularly notable, drama with an air of enchantment this one purpose, employment. Such
judge of the district court on Molo- college men make poor husbands." St.
especially in the part where her legs and unreality.
an organization is the California
kai, and at one time held the posi Mary's had the affirmative of the
had been burned. Playing the part
tion of postmaster at the leper colony question.
Again playing the lead, Bob Eley State Employment Service.
of her older sister Wassilissa, was
which lies around the headland from
will co-star with Vada Ward, who
At the same time the Student Em
Jean Cabou, a shrewish lodginghouse
Kauanakakai. We were there once,
ployment Bureau is functioning as
has
the
role
of
Marnya.
Miss
Ward
keeper the mistress of Waska.
for three blistering weeks, and it was
will be remembered for her perform usual, working through its regular
Julian Ellis, as always looking his
only the presence of the judge which
ance in the Studio Theatre produc channels of contacting employers and
part, but playing it rather stiffly and
filling jobs.
prevented us from going mad, or
Howard Thurston were the only tion, "Love Is Not Important", and
doing any of the traditional things
Mr.
Eley
is
a
seasoned
performer
of
With Christmas in the near offing,
players in this production who have
"we moderns" do when removed
the Little Theatre.
work for the holidays is of major
previously made appearances in the
from the civilized baubles which
Other members of the cast are importance at this time. Bob Bartlett,
upstairs theatre.
divert us at home.
As a whole, the performance was Kenny Stowell as Prince Rudolph; Employment Secretary, urges all
Hailed as one of the most sensa
At almost any hour of the day
engrossing, and the bits were as well Latta Ross, the irate husband of students wishing work for these holi
when he wasn't in the saloon, the tional children of the day, Pierce
carried as. the longer parts. Group Sybil Lords, who portrays a. baro days to arrange to see him in the near
Judge could be found in the court Knox, a student of the Berkeley
future.
scenes were especially well done con ness ; and Faye Lovegren.
room, his bare feet propped on the School for the Blind, was presented
Th box office opens Demember 26,
Students interested in securing
sidering the largeness of the cast
desk in front of him, his jaws work to an enthusiastic assembly audience
and the small stage space available the day after Thanksgiving. Tickets part-time jobs or temporary employ
ing rhythmically on a prodigious yesterday. Under the auspices of the
ment for the Christmas season are
for action. The mood is not uplift may be obtained there.
mouthfull of Virginia Plug. The National Transcribers Society for the
urged to register at the Stockton of
ing, but food for thought is provided
Blind,
a
non-profit
organization
offer
brass receptacle which properly goes
fice of the California State Employ
for anyone who likes to mull over
My!
what
comely
heads!
All
lined
up
to
show
the
brachycephalic
and
dolichocephalic
type
of
head
with Virginia Plug was not placed ing employment to the sightless, the
ment Service, 201 N. San Joaquin
his drama after the performances.
are George Tomasini, Doug Cossitt, Will Challis, Gil Hansen, and Ed Foster. Aggravated Aggies,
near the desk, but over by the jury program was of unusual interest.
St., at their earliest possible conven
Pierce Knox, blind, sixteen years catching the Bengalite invaders, who had come to prematurely light a Homecoming bonfire, applied
box where he could "get a clear aim
ience. Interviews are taken from 9
on it." When he held court, attired old, plays marvelously the xylophone, shears and razors to the effective extent shown above. The general result would make a study for
to 12 and 1 to 4 daily, and from 9
to 12 on Saturday.
in a cast-off choir gown and always an instrument heretofore regarded as any anthropologist.
barefoot, the august processes of the impossible for a blind person to
Students must bring their Pacific
law were punctuated at regular in master. At fifteen, the boy won the E. Note—The following letter was Tigers.
Students'
Association card with them
have an increased knowledge in
Robert Burns, secretary of the for identification purposes.
tervals by the metallic response of first prize for high school xylophon- in the mail the morning after Pa
As West Hall is the largest living such subjects as soils, cheesemaking,
Alumni Association of the College of
the brass as the Judge effected a ists in a national contest at Cleveland, cific's unofficial delegation was so group on the California Aggie cam bacteriology, etc.
Like the Student Employment Bu
the Pacific, will journey to Fresno reau, there is no charge to the stud
bull's eye. I spent several afternoons Ohio.
graciously received by the Aggies pus, it was naturally our duty to see
Thursday evening the boys were
A "blind date" bureau has been or next Monday, November 22, to organ
Also under the auspices of the so- at Davis. It explains itself.
with him there, admiring his virtuos
that at least two of the five visitors given a royal reception at our rally, ganized for the Frosh-Soph Hop, to ize another chapter for the alumni ent or to the employer for this place
of
ment service.
ity with the Virginia Plug, and listen ciety, a demonstration was
— given
o
-November 11, 1937 were properly taken care of. These and, despite many invitations to
be held at the Cocoanut Grove Nov. organization. The meeting will be
ing to accounts of the „,
lifec at ivaiauKalau- the work of the "Seeing Eye" dogs. Mr. Tom Rippey
At the present time there are jobs
two we took under our wing from stay, the men were allowed to de 19, to help those students who know held at the Commercial Club in the
papa. There were two- things on
_ Especially trained for at least a year Editor—Pacific Weekly
5:30 a. m. till late Thursday night part in peace to carry back tales of few people. This bureau is headed Holland building. Graduates and for open to students for the Christmas
j-j himself,
t
ir .he told
. , • me.
jnggt the needs of the blind, these College of the Pacific
which he prided
holidays, the first ones to register,
were Gil Hansen and Will Challis, the mighty California Aggies.
by Beatrice McCarl on the girls' side, mer students from the college in who are capable of handling them!
that
III
d.1 lie
he liaviii
hadn'tt, worn shoes
OXIVJV.O 111
in 31AICC11
sixteen dogs
UOgS are
clIC filling
lllling a
a. gtvat
great need
Stockton, California.
both, unless I am mistaken, Omega
Now, if you can truthfully state and Earl Hedemark, as the boys' rep Fresno, Madera, Tulare, and Kings
years, and that he was the one man guidance and companionship.
Dear Mr. Rippey,
will be given the preference. There
Phi members.
that we did not treat them in the resentative.
counties will make up the member is a need for haste.
he knew who was immune to leprosy.
Braille, the only method of reading
No doubt you have heard by now,
Our first
gesture of hospitality, best manner possible, we will make a
The bureau functions in the spon- ship of the chapter.
It was easy to believe his claim about for the blind, was shown. The pro- the terrible stories that are rumored therefore, was to give the men a public apology. As this is an open
Operating through the offices of
sors rooms, and those applying
—0 are
A great many are expected to at
fnt the other . . . "Yon
the .iiAoc
shoes. But
"You gram was obtained throtigh
„ the ef- to be circulating your campus about close haircut entirely at the expense letter to the entire Pacific student
Dean
of Men, James H. Corson, and
asked
what
type
they
prefer—blonde,
.
,.
-^ouniy
1CJ11U 'County
tend because the Fresno
don't believe me, do you," he drawl forts of Dean Fred L. Farley and the treatment of the men who visit- of the Hall. Following this, we per body, it might be a good idea to pub
Dean of Women, Opal Berg, the
brunette,
or
red
head
their
height.
Teachers'
Institute
will
be
held
in
ed casting a menacing glance toward Dean J. G. Elliott of the College in e(J us last week. May I try to clarify mitted a very irregular thing—we al lish it to get a variety of ideas.
Student Employment Bureau is a free
and whether or not they are good Fresno on that date.
the cuspidor. "Well I bin married Y-uupci
co-operation
Elsie
cxLXVjii with
Willi
j-zuxv, L. Cooper, these
tiltat statements
3ian,im-iiio aim
t ly to
LU prove
jJl (J VC at
Hi lowed them to attempt to acquire a
and try
Fraternally yours,
placement service, supported by the
dancers.
Meetings between the
Glenn
Reavis
'26
of
Clovis
is
helpto three of 'em, and I'm the only one executive secretary of the National the same time that we are very hos higher education by accompanying
Ed Stoeckle
couples are arranged before the ing Mr. Burns with the arrangements Pacific Student Association, for the
Transcribers Society for the Blind, pitable, especially toward Pacific us to classes. They will, I am sure,
that ain't died."
Editor—California Aggie dance.
students of the College of the Pacific
for the affair.
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PACIFIC WEEKLY
TOM RIPPEY, Editor

BILL BECKER, Sports Editor

JEAN WALCOTT, Society Editor

MARGARET LEFEVER, Desk Editor

We read your ediiorial letter In the last issue of the FRESNO

DORIS WAKEFIELD, Rewrite

ANDREW SHOOK, Feature Editor

MERYL THOMAN, News Editor

DEAR FRESNO:

GEORGE BLAUFUSS, Business Manager

PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRIDAY

The Keyhole|

Please Note. Mr. Fresno

COLLEGIAN, letting us know just how anxious your
are to tear our Tigers into bits so tiny the, wont berfofor? *
suey Nope, Fresno, we aren't a bit chagrined.
J
know we have a duty to perforrn-and where duty calls, were

WE LIKE IT,
MOTHER AND I
Looks like the Cal-Aggies gav*
Pacific a trimming two days before|
the game.
Dale Rose, the boy who died so ex
cellently in "The Phantom threatI ened to take Natural Dancing les |
S°Tom

Coffey, after weeks of trainI,JTa, working himself .o Uie W
and is no No. 1 playboy at COP.
W O R L D
Don't let him fool yon—Ogden|
By LEE FITTING
Cooley is nobody's dummy-Glad to
By DANIEL BOOM
s°e him make his "debut" Friday THE FAIR SHOW
believe we have the goods-we want to prove we're right
OF THE WEEK:
Last year the Bengals won in on upset. Jimmy Bradshaw, his
,
,nl The Campus has been deprived of
"Ali Baba Goes To Town:
Ibis
TREATISE on "FOO"
Of course we all know that Bill jts main topic of conversation. Zeke [picture with all its advance pubDittenbir, Byrd, and Jorgensen, all went back to Fresno wondering
Holman, creator of "Smoky Stovei ^ only got that haircut, but a shave I licity falls flatter than any pancake
why someone hadn't let 'em in on the secret-Pacific hac
is the inventor of that dipsy 1 e|—all in the same day.
i ever cooked.
COOKCU. One of
-- the main trouword that drives us fooey . . . namely
Js ^ ethkal for a band to call an
with it is that it has relatively
It was a terrible blow to Fresno's pride to have to say Pacific ha
FOO To him should be given all interm;ssion and then cross the circle
alKl that it ends 'way up in
championship, for that year in basketball and tennis. But, man
credit, or, all hell .. • as the case I
At least
Hsten tQ a rival band?
(and we don't mean
i remember correctly you
may be.
Bob's band listened through the win"| whgn he's on the flying carpet.)
„ e a t e it u p - a n d liked t h e taste! I f w e —
•
Beat Pacific" prior to the
The extravaganza numbers are
However, we wish to print a letter dows.
had a slogan an awful, awful lot like
, .,
.
received from a very good friend of
In her own way Lavonne Richard- fairly good, but they always are in
Football game last fall^and don't forget the basketball game in
some verv good friends we know. son seems to have landed Stan Hi . a Cantor picture. The sets are lav
H^e 'tis:
... We said Lavonne Richardson, ish
which we set a new conference scoring mark!
(money must have been pour
Once upon a time it was miniature prances !
ed into it like a melting pot). But
This year, the Staggmen enter the game on the short end ol
golf and jigsaw puzzles; now it is
A romance on the Campus and one leave it to Mr. Zanuck of 20th C en
,,
t?.acnn lms whipped Pacific's low-score victims
FOO. This is not a typographical out 0f town are quite convenient, tury ... the picture will make money
But we love short-end odds; it feels
error but, instead, the new fad aren't they, Flo?
. (but don't ask us why). Louise
bv overwhelming margins
, , >
• t
around the C. O. P. Campus. Instead
"Barketts" is the latest sensation, Hovick (Gypsy Rose Lee to most of
swell to come from "down under" and slap somebody s wrist
of doing term papers, reading assign- We're wondering if it's the girls who
At least
least 1I y°u • • • Hi! ! boys),' is 'mu
We're out to do it again next week.
ments stuff 'n mush, the students sit want t0 go> 0r the fellows. At
arootin* away, maybe that is why we
up nights thinking of such clever Roberta Ball and Roy Berry wont think that she makes a much better
Don't take us wrong. We don't have delusions of granduu.
things as "Many are called but Foo want to go there again,
strip teaser that she does an actress.
But we have a coach here named Stagg-he's been around a little
are chosen" and "A Foo and his
Dor;s Arminino put on a big per- Yeah Man!!
We hope that you
in case you haven't heard. Then there's a man named Francis
money are soon parted."
I SOnality Friday night.
gather that we kind of disliked this
who's got a lot of fire—he's a line coach who used to play against
"A person can see traces of F°°| What's the matter Del and Pat, one . . . (but that doesn't mean that
nearly everywhere on Campus. A J can't you find Stadium Drive? If you should keep away from the show,
Fresno. So we have brains and fire to back us up.
member of the Royal Order of Foo not> ask Murial and Bill,
as if it had been the measles ... for
Yup, you had a tough time getting even that zero! For want
was asked why he was, and he reBarbara Reinle used to study for the number two film is darned good).
of a long enough tail, we looked around, finally deciding it would
plied: "Oh, 'tis great fun and ain't ciasses—now she's studying for some- "West of Shanghai." Every one
we the ones, tho? Whoops! so you I thing else.
suffice to hamstring the Bulldog. We put you away for a short
does a darned good job of acting
see?
.
R»th Ellis and Ed h°ster 1.1.ave I and" making this picture one of the
time, but here you are back again! What a lot of G —s .
"A partial list of Foo-lish sayings cal]ed it qllits-too many com plica-1
wp have seen in
best
little pictures
we have seen in
De« 11U
would include, no doubt: Poems are
'
We have ideas about this game, too, Fresno. So don't think
tions_but they still see each other.
lite
a
while.
J
q
a
made by Foos like me; Foos rush what's the diff?
I ,LookT'','.
you can talk us into submissive attitude. It'll take an awtul lot
forward
to seeing Myrna Loy
a(
a
in where angels fear to tread; Fool
]ast Marge Weatherby and Les
' ..,.
"p„u jn^'DOUBLE
times Foo equals Foo square; Foo
DUUbLh
Knoles have settled the q u e s t i o n . I and William Powell m
of onion to do that.
I WEDDING" . . . From all ad
plus Foo equal Foo; Two times 1 xhey admit being "that way.'
If all else fails—even if you can't depend on Maw to cook the
vance notices it's going to be the
seven equals Foo-teen, and so intol Since Doris Hill has a "Campus"
turkey on Thanksgiving; if the "steady" two-times you; if Gi| best show of the year . . . we'll be
the night."
she has to console herselF with a|
satisfied if we stay awake for the
bralter falls to pebbles; if the ocean stops its roaring; if the sun
ED. NOTE: All contributions letter from Menlo.
for Foo-lish sayings should be adVernon Gross has turned tempera-1I Mickey Mouse.
» tru-n
stops in its course—you can still count on Pacific to put up a
dressed to:
mental. Really, Vern, Bea can see THREW THE LOUD SPEAKER
BACKSTAGE
14 has been repeated in this column
helluva battle.
Mr. Foo Ling Around wbom she chooses.
So we aren't planning on a walloping—unless history repeats
118 North Foo Avenue qqOD STUFF
before, but here we go again • • •|
WHEN
Foo County
j j;m Kries interested in San Jose— Pry listening to a frolicsome half I
itself in the short span of one year's time. It's awfully nice of
By
Pottsville-on-the-Foo. skip ;t and stay here, C. O. P. can hour on the "Oakie College" program.
you to ask us down. We accept your invitation and will bring a
WOMAN'S WORLD-LY
|use you .... Toni Ficovich eats, On the air this week with Pres. and
band and rooting section in a special.
THINGS
I sleeps and loves—the Sea Food Prof. Oakie will be Stuart Erwm,
Edgar Egbert
Author: This is the plot of my Grotto . . . Jack Roscelli has then, J Helen - Lynd, Raymond Hatlon the
Better change the straw in the doghouse.
story. A midnight scene. Two burg- all puzzled . . . George Selig should j Glee Club and of course that master
I have been asked by many promin- lars creep stealthily towards the curb his temper . . . Harry Green isn't of the clarinet Benny Goodman. It
Yours in good-natured enmity,
By GLADYS HUGHES
I ent clergymen, football coaches, edu house. They climb a wall and force so green, yet he's president of the on from 6:30 to 7 :30 every I uesday
College of the Pacific
cators, police officers, and the editor open a window and enter the room;|P. L. . . . Jean Goodwin is still on|keep the dial tuned for it.
In preparation for this, our week
I of the Weekly to dash off a semi- the clock strikes one.
the Gold Standard . . . Hallmark, has I A' new radio program will have its
ly stint, we made out a list of all
I official Thanksgiving Song. Rather
a new dog, a collie, named "Princess" premiere Tuesday from 8:15 to 8:30
Sweet
Thing:
(breathlessly)
:
Which
the murder mysteries we could think
than duck this responsibility, I have
—a present from Bob . . . Pat Car-1 in-the evening. It will feature unone?
of, hoping in this way to bring you
thought up something that I hope and
son and Jane Wolf drowning their I usual human interest stories about
the promised carload. When we got
(We hope he didn't tell her . . . sorrows in the rain and stuff . . . I motion picture stars, and exclusive
I trust will "fill the bill," as the pelican
up to 28 we stopped. Enough is
WHERE OH WHERE
after
all
.
.
.
such
things
are
pro
says. I call it "Thanksgiving Day,
Sarah Cameron still going home new stories of the film capital. It
enough, and too much is likely to put
We're For You a Hundred Per fessional secrets and should be weekends . . . Howard Raab interest- j sounds good, so put it on your 'must
kept quiet. Huh?)
have the Larropers and Larropettes gone? Time was whenI you in an institution (other than
|Cent."
ed in Toni . . . Patty Hodkins steady] listen' list!
*
*
*
Edgar Egbert.
for three weeks . . . Because it's
As the editor is waiting very patthose clarion, iron-clad lungs could be counted on to raise enough I
^ ^ ^
^
Diner: I see that tips are forbidden daylight doesn't phaze Jack Fitting iently for us to finish this mad scramAs
we
sit
down
at
the
table
this
noise to match the vocalistic efforts of even California s mighty wdj herewith discuss what we conBy BOBBIN GAY
here.
. . . Candid camera night at Mu Zetal ble of words, we sign off . . . See you
Thanksgiving Day,
rah-rah section. Now, with the Larropers having faded into the sider the best murder mystery of the
Waitress: Bless your heart, sir, so . . . . Infirmary full, don't get the] next week . . . WE HOPE,
Let one and all arise and fall in were apples in the Garden 'of Eden.
Spent an interesting Tuesday evendusky oblivion of a year's forgetting, our cheering section lacks past ^yean Jo ourway^of ffimking
"flu"—there's not room for you .
ing dividing my time between the I line, Hip hip, hooray!
(P. S.: She got the tip).
June Sprague annoys her classmates
organization and that most important of all assets—NOISE!
DETECTIVES" takes the well- delightful, sophisticated comedy, "By "Whatta we got to be thankful
*
* *
by carrying too many books . . . Bill
Eddy Simonsen's little brain child grew into a great big boy known fur-coated lollypop. If you Candlelight," and Maxim Gorki's for?" did I hear some nitwit say?
If cotton fiber did not possess the Mills going for Kay McKibbon . . .
a
6
realistic
yet
most
interesting
"Lower
I
Well,
just
to
mention
a
few,
let's
odd twist that it does, it would be Better luck this time, Ralph De Puy
almost in no time when the "L" in the term Larroper was posted
a ^endly poke
Depths." The former is the Decern-1 bs( our blessings, Z to A!
used to make paper instead of I . . Don't give up, B. Owens, "Un
as meaning anti-love. Every "Red-Mick" or woman hater, in Waken at some 0f your favorite fic
Men are things women marry. They
ber theatre show, and promises to
(Everybody sing)
dresses.
touchable" Denney can be had—we
school (no relation to Mick Parsons) fell into line, spent their tion detectives this is your meat. The be a charming play with a set that is I
have two hands, ,two feet, and some(So
what?
We
know
some
twists
...
We
wonder
if
Mu
Zeta
Rho
,.
know
1
ankful for the turkey,
nights benzoining their lungs (with one liquid form or another) ')\°1[h^enc"0"gd1 a^akar sleuths^to bound to give the Little Theatre fans tha ™kful for
who make dresses out of paper ... means "Wagging Tongue" in Greek times l,Y° wlves' UJ never more than
the beans'
a real thrill. A twenty-foot window
"
yeah . . . green paper with num-| . . . Archania, Thanx for the co-oper- °"eTc,° lar or,on(r ldf:a at a tlme'
and came out to the games with the avowed purpose of raising a sojve tjie mysterious killing of the is one of the novel things about it—
Thankful for the catsup and the bers on it.)
ation Friday night . . . Beware of .' . Making.a ,,husband
, out ,of a man
lot of racket. The difference today is that every separate indivi- doctor's wealthy wife. Each investi the colors are unusual and most effec- full-pack sardines
these off-Campus romances, Bob !s one of the highest plastic arts
Thankful for the olives, thankful
dual is trying to make noise for himself; to put on a big show for
gen tive. With a small but very excellent
Judge: Have you ever appeared as Kientz . . . Hope you win the bet known to civilization. It requires
cast, the play is certain to be a laugh for the bread
a witness in a suit before?
jane . . . Marc would say that How- sen?e,', fa!th'. hope and charity-esthe gal friend, who's clinging ecstatically to his arm cooing
tlemen think up are strange and hit of the season. Vada Ward, Bob
Thankful for the spinach wine that
Lady
Witness:
No,
your
honor,
the
d Thurston's scenes are the results Pev'ally chanty.
ar
wondrous to behold. Comes along Eley, and Kenny Stowell make a I goes right to your head;
open-mouthed amazement at his mental and vocal sallies.
yo,: flatter a man, you scare
other
time
I
appeared
I
wore
a
green
f
.
0 practicai experience ... You've got
,i T
.
the village constable, who is always
C
xhankful for the napkins> thank- silk dress. This suit is new. Do you something there, Margie Maynard !llm to deathl and if you
yoU
Shortly after the Larropers, the Larropettes were formed—a ])e[ng sh6ushed by one of the great swell trio and the play is already
clipping along at a good pace. B/ ful for the pork,
like it, your honor?
... You all should see " The Lower bore h,m to death' If You PC™1'
man-hating group of lung-busters who did something about the men, and solves the crime.
Candlelight has everyt rag a
xhankful for the toothpicks and the
(No comment).
I Depths," it has a good punch.
I h.'m,to make love to you, he gets
If you look rather closely, you can em
hundred or so boys who had decided their loyalty to Pacific could
comedy should have-more about h
^^^
tired in the end, and if you dont
I
recognize
three
rather
famous
detec
it next time.
|
hold them from a date one night a week, or at least keep them
Did
you
know
that
skunk
raising
I
I
permit him to make love to you, he
tives of fiction and burlesqued in the Studio plays are coming fast andL Thankful for the parsley, thankful
farms not only raise skunks for the
gets tired of you in the beginning,
away from the girl friend during the course of a sixty-minute persons of the three amateur Hawk
for
the
chlve
thick. Last night, Russian Theatre
<
a
a4 4ke Delta most anytime,]
If you wear gay colors and rouge
shaws—a priest, an English lord, and was introduced to Pacific players in I Thankful for the highballs, one, fur, but also for their well flavored P ®'
football game.
meat?
but^beware of dog . . . Fred War- and a startling hat, he hesitates to
a very excitable Frenchman, who
that
very
popular
show—"Lower
I
two,
three,
four,
five;
Summer heat is bad for a lot of things—apparently it smothered very fond of the "grey brain cell
(What do they flavor it with? ing's radio rumPus was his idea of take you out, and, if you wear a little
Depths." A large cast, and plenty
Thankful for the hostess, thankful An Evening In Paris?)
good entertainment . . . (if the I brown toque and a tailor-made suit,
our Larroping instincts very, very adequately. Perhaps it is a theory. The denouement is lots of of tough make-ups did not daunt the I for the guest,
band still is airing, then the word he takes you out and stares all even* * *
fun
for
little late to suggest it, but certainly those two organizations put a I
ad concerned. We recom
Thankful for the giblets that adorn THUMBIO:
is xs) . . .
ling at women in gay colors, rouge
,
, ,
,,
n . , L n • „„„ mend this for those of you who want spirit of Ed Lyons and he really has
turned out one fine show. Lots of grandfather's vest •
lot of the old Oomph! mto the rooting section. Basket ball is com- a Hnle humor with your detection.
Loud pajamas th-rill him to pieces and startling hats
If you area
Ralph
Trembly
is
this
installment
ing up in a short time and we'll have plenty of opportunity to exAmong other detective stories new talent was uncovered-dug up,° Thankful for th'e spareribs, thank- of our weekly myth ... Got his first ... red with gold stripes his £av ... "clinging vine" type he doubts
as it were—while Ed, himself,, has I £uj £Qr tbe •
press ourselves. Why not pull the Larroper out of his grave, which are worthy of an hour or two designed one of the cleverest sets that|
ideas about football in Los Angeles likes to raise "hell" with the boys whether you have a brain and if you
, . , .' ,
has
yet
been
seen
in
the
Studio
Thea-1
Thankful
for
the
gravy
that
(look
about
October 15, 1915 . . . where, ... is an Idealist of the foist order are a modern woman, advanced and
revitalize him, and build the nucleus to a real cheering section I ALTOY'^NIGHT" '' ^'il'ycho^ogical
out
tre. He has utilized every bit of | ) gets in your eye .
they say, he was born with a football I wjth him" too'
RaYnhThj8 tops indePendent, he doubts whether you
around him ?
mystery story with locale in a wo available space, and has built a most I Thankful for the appetite, and also in his mouth . . . 'course they only EhT' 1
If you
' V
™ gHhave a heart
silly, 1*
Y
7 dered at.,al the stars in pictures a"d longs for a playmate.
men's college at Oxford (this is for ingenious set—the entrance is parti-1 thirty feet
say . . .
'
those who like their mysteries well cularly good. The actors have, to al Of alimentary canal.
Sit down,
Comes from Hollywood but
alfcxccnt'Pri'suL 'l™ offfag.e
If you are popular with other men.
written as well as baffling) ; Carr's surprising degree, caught the spirit you dopes, and eat!
contrary to widespread opinion his silent love . . . good taste? MmnD hesitates'?"8' ^ ^
^
"ARABIAN NIGHTS MURDER
of the play and have made this ex(Above words may be sung to the that all folks in the movieland are| Mr. Trembly ha'sn't t££ied Ta
WHATS TOE USE????7"'
DEBATERS . • m u • • • • • • I MYSTERY, hilarious talc of
with Russian Drama a most tune 0f "Get the Old Cheers Ringdisappearing false whiskers, a corpse penment
profitable and interesting one to all i g")
—Ann Oynmous.
even though
he has blonde hair in I found his two greatest6 tlmilfs'' ''''
I with a cook book, and a chief in- concerned. The cast includes such n
wwL—
the
.1 greatest came when he saw action I
the ST'
summer and
brown— xn ai—
the —win- I the
from the P. S. A. made an unusual showing in the first major spector -known among his colleagues
names as Julian Ellis, Howard ThursAnd in closing, Edgar announces try .
tournament of the Pacific Coast, as you will see in today's leading as "Donald Duck"; and "THE CASE ton, both of "Excursion" fame, also the big contest to determine College
c .««•« "»-•«<itIPACIFIC
T
Lhazel
'SS eyes II his desire to^pH^'the
WEEKLY
ery) ' ""
orS
'"plX
.usSS
jus
'coir^um.
I
news item on forensics. You will note two major
characteristics IS CL°SED a rather good story of Max Gobel, who, by the way, is play- of Pacific's most ideal or popular
J.
. es alluring than Wahine's ...| in the days of vaudeville they all
a young lady who gets both her murof their achievement: the topmost ranking achieved by Misses (|ercr and her man done in the well- ing in his third consecutive Studio professor. Who is the most popular
Theatre show. Dick Riddell, remem- professor in school? Cast your vote He says that his like for football I Yorkf t0 ^next'1 the^"
T™' Sf0 EVERY FRIDAJ
Nichols and Hancock in debate, and the equally significant high known Patricia Wentworth manner, hered from several last year's plays, now. Ballots will be determined or
and tennis is an odd combo . . . L A (it misht he ri ^ ? gal ,ln DURING THE COLLEGE YEAR
This
winds
up
our
chat
for
today.
rating of the whole squad in both debate and extemporaneous
is seen again. Claribel Coffman, Al I counted as you attend your 8 o'clock
BY
THE
We could give you a lot more titles, Miller,
MVMC ^1"™' his '°Ve for WO- stole his
quite definh l
PACIFIC STUDENT
Bob Broaddus, and Alex Don-1 class Monday morning,
speaking.
but we believe in whetting your sker had a bit of a rest after "Tents
MEN and ITALIAN DINNERS is she's acquired a baf
ehafn S T
ASSOCIATION
much more odd . . .and expensive (since trembley)
The ideas of the director of forensics as to what the aim of a appetite by only giving you a slight of the Arabs" but are back in this
taste of the cream of the crop. Be very different piece: Opal Tribble
forensic program should be were exemplified by the Bakersfield sides, you may get more of this later.
' ' I T R A T E S 0 N ADVERTISING
also a last season's player, does al Every year the Theatre boards have
success. We should always aim to win for ourselves and for the Next week you get a big thrill—Ro grand characterization of a old mar- many a *-a'e they could rattle if they one of his hobbies is letter scribbling Literature and Daniel Boom S
WRITE OR SEE MANAGER
glory of alma mater; but, more important, forensics should achieve mance In the Modern Manner. Good ket woman, while Eugene Minson dared- This time evidently, the thrills m ,, be otb7 h°bby not a laughing —the aforementioned are synanol
bye now.
a
(evidently the Phantom didn't get
Excursion have
excellence for more than a select few. Particularly is it the policy
0
. has rounded^up^fiO ^^^^w^do^a^'itUe
'^'ccep45nce *>r mailing at sped
him) does another nice job Reba not yet worn off—at least three toy doggie^
, incorporat-1 rate of postage provided for in Secr 10
in home tournaments to give every member of the squad an oppor
scotties
to
date,
among
other
woofing.);
4—9
of
Sinclair, Maxine Daust, Bill'Work- couples are stiU under the effects" woofs ...
24 19*:
.
_ _
°ctober
tunity to meet strong competition. Thus does the inexperienced
Eltpn Cencirulo, Sam Conti and need 1 say more' or can you ®uess
™S
A - T' - S
,—1
Poetry Society Meets man,
ane
Jean Cabou are new names—so you J
Kingdon certainly must like
beginner develop in to a clear thinker and effective speaker.
P
Pt plays—or can it be that
The Stockton Poetry Society met see, the cast has plenty of talent If U°
Forensic activity at Pacific is, then, an opportunity for more
,eadin
mah?
'Nuf sed'—If those
Thursday in Anderson Hall at four you didn't see "Lower Depths" last tw0 S
e'ec'ricians for "By Candle
people than are taking advantage of it. Why don't more freshmen o'clock. Mr. Robert Dietz, former ight, make an effort to come around
kxB1
oddJrPo? al?' gMs'"'°rm even °those|^
Heht" keep on at the same rate, the
and sophomores take part in an activity which will be invaluable student at Pacific, is the new presi either tonight or Monday.
JimmjT
in
Wanda ^ Cal'S ",OVer"' ' ' Here is the siS St°ckton' ofCalifornia,
under the Act
March
-y Do'rsey
^ fit
"v
sh°W wi" more than likely be pre z
orsey
tit in . . . Wanda
Wanda Gf a great person . . . a dynamic I
1879.
to them in later life? Do they realize that experience is unneces dent. He has been assisting at the It is well worth your while-don't sen
Woods is his present torchy . . . man
ed
an
'
ky candlelight. Am I right,
Haggin Memorial Museum with work miss this chance to have a look in on I
•
•
•
experienced
soul.
which brings out his crave for
sary for them to become candidates for varsity competition?
Russian Drama.
Marc?
there.
^!1l_kindly I°rm on the| SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50
blonde femmes ... she can be 5",
right, PLEASE!
A YEAR.

right in there pitching.
We have a duty to ourselves,

Our in-and-out team has lost a
It's true, too, that we
few games by large margins, it's true,
But we still
haven't won our few victories by top-heavy scores

C1NAMIKE

Come On

Tigers—

BE SIT

you

Improvizations

Redd •••

MEN

rom
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DRAMA
MUSIC
JEAN WALCOTT

Sunday to Honor Alpha Theta T au
Pledges with
Holds
Teas
Chocolate Party

COLLEGE INS
AND OUTS
BY

daffy dill

Exchanges Vows

SOCIAL
CALENDAR

Alpha Theta Tau held its annual
chocolate party Saturday night, No
vember 13, for the new pledges. Glenn
Rotch's orchestra supplied the music.
A big gold cup and saucer outlined
by large electric light globes decorat
ed the fireplace.
Hot chocolate and
marshmallows, chocolate fudge, and
chocolate wafers were served during
the evening.
The pledges attending were Helen
McManus, Roberta Ball, Muriel Logerwell, Lois Genochio, and Sarah
Cameron.
Their escorts were Leslie Knoles,
Roy Barry, Bill Kirkman, Art Irish,
and Jess Gidley.
Members—Maryly Lyons, Patty
Jane Railsback, Delphine Ferroggiaro,
Evelyn Cary, Ann Blundell, Harrie
Wooley, Lesla Dennison, Nelda Ormiston, Mary Lou Whitmore, Peggy
Howard, Minnie Sawyer, Evelyn Barnett, Bessie Fraser, Ruberta Demmon,
Bette Flicklinger, Beverley Starr,
Julianne Ralston, Mildred Saugstad,
Peggy Breed, Barbara Owen, Flor
ence Renny, Patricia Millberry, Jean
Voorhies, Rose Lee Rowe, Virginia
Weston, Carolyn Melone, Barbara
Curts, Betty Moore, Verna Dunston,
Patricia Roberts, Henrietta Turner,
Ferry Scott, and Jean Goodwin.
Escorts—Forrest Darby, Wes Huddleson, Eernie Reed, Arthur Bessac,
Vincent Peck, Dick Wilkenson, Lorimer Wooley, Rodney Randall, Martin
Shearer, Bill Carlile, Fred Bonnifield,
Pat Dunlap, Buzz Fisher, Ed Price,
Hal Kniveton, Will Challis, Max
Denny, Ed. Koehler, Bill Woodard,
Tom Coffey, Buc Moore, Del Wescott, Jim Bainbridge, Ted Norton,
Jack Colberg, Ed Denny, George
Bralye, Fred Boyes, Gordon Gray,
Clifford Hull, Bill Osborn, Bud De
Young.
Guests—Pat Tuller, Jane Moyer,
with Bob Kientz and Bob Wier.

Myrna Ley

DOUBLE

>m
to
• .
he

all idbe the
well bt
for tlx

Stuart Erwin,
J Hallao, the
»t that master
(.nodman. It's
every Tuesday
will have its
8:15 to 8:30
feature un.lories about
od exclusivt
i capital. It
n vour 'must

Omega Phi Alpha
Mothers Hold
Sale
Omega Phi Alpha mothers and pat
ronesses were in charge of a rum
mage sale November 4, 5, and 6.
Credit for its great success can be
given to Mrs. C. V. Wilbur, who was
in charge, and Mesdames Kirkman,
Ielson, Wilkinson, Hokholt, Baker,
Plummer, and Barnett, who assisted
her.

He: Oh well—

TODAY'S ETIQUETTE
LESSON
Gentlemen should tip their hats to
ladies (also co-eds)-—Exceptions :
Frosh, Sophs, and the five who vis
ited Davis Wednesday nite.

SATURDAY, Nov. 20—;
Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00.
Rhizomia Rush Dance
House.
SUNDAY, Nov. 21—
Pan Hellenic Pledge Teas
Houses, 3:00-6:00.
Student Organ Recital
Conservatory.
Discussion Group
"Y" Rooms, 7:00.
MONDAY, Nov. 22.—
Race Relations Group
"Y" Rooms, 3 :00.
S. C. A. Ways and Means Com.
"Y" Rooms.
S. C. A. Frosh Club Meeting.
"Y" Rooms, 7:00.
Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00.
Recital
Auditorium, 8:15.
TUESDAY, Nov. 23—
Recital
Auditorium, 8:15.
WEDNESDAY, Nov 24.—
PAROLED!!!

Buffet Dinner
Event at Tau
Kappa

Margaret Slusher Weds
At Church Ceremony
Mary Margaret Slusher became the
bride of Charles Edward Richmond
last Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
The ceremony was performed at the
First Baptish church by Rev. F. Carl
Truex.
The charming bride was gowned in
the conventional white and carried
bouvardia and lillies of the valley.
Her sister, Dorothy Slusher, was
maid of honor, and Jean Muldowney
and Thelma Gilgert served as brides
maids. Mr. Robert Glen Richmond
attended his brother as best man.
Tau Kappa Kappa sorority honored the bride, who was a former mem

STYLE GAZING

Omega Phi Presides
At Rush Party'

With Pes

Members of Omega Phi fraternity
presided at six-thirty last night at an
informal dinner for a group of rushees

Mothers of girls newly pledged to
Alpha Theta Tau sorority were
guests of the Mothers' Club Wednes
day afternoon at an informal tea
which .followed a short business meet
ing.
Guests of honor were Mrs. R. A.
Ball of Modesto, Mrs. Peter Cam
eron of Pittsburg, Mrs. H. Albert
George of Alameda, Mrs. R. A. Logerwell of Loomis, Mrs. Bruce Mc
Manus of Pasadena, and Mrs. L. S.
Genochio of Stockton.
Assisting Mrs. Frank Lyons, presi
dent of the group, in the receiving
line were Mrs. Paul Weston, vicepresident, and Mrs. F. A. Ferroggario, secretary-treasurer.
An informal program was pre
sented by the girls of the sorority.
Mrs. Weston, Mrs. Bert Malone, and
Mrs. William Peck arranged the af
fair.

The New Super Deluxe
SERVICE STATION
3

Featuring

Pacific and Dorris

1597

Bill Latham

Evening Bags

REASONABLY PRICED

ber, by a reception after the wedding.
Both the house and the church were
decorated in chrysanthemums. At a
lace covered bridal table Mrs. John
Muldowney and Mrs. George Costello
poured tea, while "Mrs. Alfred Markhard cut the bride's cake. Serving
were Mrs. Albert Balkwill, Mrs.
Robert George and Mrs. Otto Mil
ler.
Mrs. Richmondjs a former student
of Pacific and Maud" Cornwell secre
tarial school. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Grover C. Slusher of
Dufur, Oregon.
The groom is a graduate of Stock
ton High School and is a member of
Kappa Alpha Phi fraternity and the
Ambler's Club. His parents are Mr.
and Mrs. R. B. Richmond.
The newlyweds will make their
home in lone where the groom is
employed, after their honeymoon to
Southern California and Mexico.

Pledges' Mothers
Honored

Amiouiiciiijj

Mesh
Rhinestone
Gold

Music Sorority
Has Annual
Luncheon
An annual foundation day luncheon
was held at the home of Miss Ruth
Barnes to celebrate the seventeenth
anniversary of the founding of the
Mu Eta chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon
at Pacific and also to acknowledge
the establishment of the main chapter
itself, which took place 34 years ago.
Members of the National Honorary
Music Sorority were entertained after
the pot-luck lunch by readings from
the past "Triangles," official journal
of the society, by senior members.

By VESTA PINKERTON
Clarence "Sonny" Compton, Asilomar Chairman of the Student Christ
ian Association, gave the following
remarks about Asilomar:
"The Christmas Holidays are ap
proaching and with them comes Asil
omar with its sand dunes and wind
swept pines, its fine fellowships, its
inspirational speeches, and its good
old "bull" sessions around the fire
places. A -week of real living.
"Forty students and faculty mem
bers made up the delegation from
Pacific to Asilomar last year, and this
year the Asilomar committee is count
ing on fifty.
Similar delegations
from forty-two colleges throughout
California, Nevada, Arizona, and
Hawaii brought the total attendance
last year to five hundred and twentysix.
"This year's Asilomar campaign
started off with a pep rally last Mon
day evening for all of those who had
attended Asilomar in the past. Plans
were made for future meetings, and
suggestions of various students who
were considered good prospects were
brought up.
" 'Asilomar is the high spot in
every student's college career,' says
President Sandine, who has attended
Asolimar in the past, and every col
lege student should plan to attend at
least once.
"So let's keep Asilomar in mind,
save those pennies, and give ourselvgs
a break, plan to attend."

Mrs. Anna Grant was the incentive
for a lovely Faculty Reception and
Tea last Sunday afternoon at the
Women's Hall from three until five
o'clock. Wearing an orchid corsage
presented by members of the Hall,
Mrs. Grant received guests with Jan
Wright, president of the dorm.
Dorothy Van Gilder, Betty Barry,
Peggy Hissem, Phyllis Sterner, Ro
berta Ball, Betty Shoemaker' Merle
Morton, and Bea McCarl assisted in
greeting members of the Faculty.
Presiding at the tea table and wear
ing gardenia corsages, Miss Opal
Berg, Miss Joyce Dunkerly, Miss
Miriam Burton, and Miss Nella Rog
ers poured from a table decorated
with fall flowers.
Throughout the afternoon, Camille
Goff and Merle Morton played inci
dental music.

Upperclassmen at
Archite Dance
Upperclassmen will hold a radio
dance tonight at Archania for those
not attending the Sophomore-Frosh
dance at the Cocoanut Grove. Deco
rations will be simple with the center
of attraction being a warm fireplace.
Refreshments will be served during
the evening and Marion Akers will be
official host for the affair. All of the
Archites in upper division plan to
attend the dance to the big orchestra
as they are broadcast.

Ortho Meta Para Has
Monthly Meeting
Ortho Meta Para held its reg
ular monthly meeting at the home of
Prof. J. H. Jonte last Wednesday
evening. A short business meeting
was held by the group. After the
meeting the rest of the evening was
spent in playing games. Refresh
ments were also served.

Members of Tau Kappa enjoyed a
pre-Thanksgiving buffet dinner last
evening before house meeting. Among
those who attended were Thelma Gilgert, Beth Little and Anna Mae
Snook, alumni members.
Committees for the evening were:
Preparations, Betty Smith, Barbara
Gammons, Edna Clark; serving, Elea
nor Shepard, Dorothy Dinublio, and
Helen Hall; cleanup, Joyce Bovey,
Jean Strong, and Jean Walcott.
Others who attended were Aline
Durst, Rae Hungerford, Evelyn
Ward, Gladys Mae Hill, Elizabeth
Douglas, Myrtle King, Kay Meyer,
Alice Hall, Patty Mason, Helen Hall,
and Vernice Pringle.

Phi Mu Alpha Has
Autograph Hunt
Prominent citizens of Stockton
were the victims of "autograph
hounds" last Tuesday evening during
the Autograph Hunt held by Phi Mu
Alpha, National Honorary Music
Fraternity, for members and pros
pective pledges.
Following the hunt guests returned
to Anderson's where refreshments
were served.
Among those present were Gene
Rotsch, Louis Farone, Doug. Taylor,
Paul Taylor, Eric Alvord, Lewis
Morse, Bob Ridell, A1 Leidsrand,
Rod Randell, Professor Bodley and
Professor Welton.

LATEST STYLES
In Dresses and Hats
Like Henry Ford—
We sell for small profits
We want to make only one
dollar on Dresses and fifty
cents on Hats. The rest of
the profit is yours.

HAVE YOU GIVEN UP GOING TO
CHURCH? Do you know that there is a
Church which has no creed—which encour
ages its members to think for themselves—
which gladly accepts the findings of mod
ern science?
SUCH IS THE UNITARIAN CHURCH
You are cordially invited to attend its ser
vices—Sundays at 11
2737 Pacific Ave.
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Bengals Down Farmers
Rainy Davis Dell, 13-6
Tigerlets Meet
Edited by BILL BECKER
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FIELD MARSHAL

By YE ED

Aggravatin' the A g g s

Tigers, but it does boast one of j
best tackles in California in big jri
bert Alexander, 215 lb. beauty ft(J.
Salinas J. C. Alexander's runil,
mate, Boyd, weighs 210, and is i|(

Turkey Day Clash

Placer J. C.
Today

Emrys Lloyd Leads First Half Assault

Pacific Invades Raisin Citj
for Championship Tilt
Decides Crown

proving.
Other strong points in the Bul|,j(
The Davis hurdle, despite turning
line are Bud Andrews, scrappy
as Tigers Continue March to Title
ferencc play this season. Both have
out to be a mud jump, was not as
and Esey Berukoff, light but rugg,
won three and lost none in league
difficult as expected. The Mustangs
center. Completing the Fresno ft
I„ the manner of Caesar, Pacific's pummeling Bengals came to Daviscompetition,
both
have
outstanding
lacked the kick that they were sup
ward brigade are Rosellini, end, „
town last Saturday, looked around a bit, and proceeded to conquer the
records outside the conference; both
posed to pack, and the Bengals won
Radka and Domoto, guards.
After much indecision and dicker
California Aggies, 13-6. The victory marked the third leg in the Tigers
remember last year's decisive rout
handily, and should have won by at
For Pacific, Clem- Swagerty, ^
ing back and forth, the I'rosi S"(
drive for a second successive Far Western crown, and the defeat elimi
when Pacific "took" Fresno and the
least one touchdown more.
Al Hedges form one of the best,,
ders WILL meet the Placer J. C.
nated
the
Aggies
from
any
chance
to
share
top
honors.
title, 17-0; and both are keyed up
Be that as it may, there was plenty
teams in the conference. The retu|
eleven of Auburn this afternoon, the
Going into the game as underdogs,"
to rejoice about during and after
accordingly.
of Francis O'Hare to tackle af|,
game,
originally
scheduled
for
Au
All signs point to the hottest game
the shower at Davis. A few of the the supposedly "clawless" Jungle Cats
a knee injury will strengthen the Be
burn, was cancelled earlier this wee
shot the works in the first half and
high points summarized;
of the year for both clubs. Fresno
when rain flooded the junior college
galine plenty, and Mr. Alexander n
(1) The development of Emrys scored all of their thirteen points.
has been pointing for the Tigers aft
field, and finally re-booked when the
find there's a better tackle on j
Lloyd from an obscure reserve to a Leading the Pacific attack was one
season and has been coming along
teams agreed to meet on neutral
place as I'acifiic's most dangerous Emrys Lloyd, who up until two
with more steam each week. The field than he next Thursday.
Working at the other tackle sp
ground at Roseville.
ball toter. "The Tiger" showed real weeks previous had been a third
Bengals, an in and out squad, are
The post-schedule classic will be
brainwork as well as footwork, giv string center.
definitely "in" as far as mental at Irwin Grubbs, improving with ej
the seventh game -of the year for the
ing a splendid exhibition of following LLOYD LEADS WAY
titude for this game is concerned, start, will give Fresno a lot to hand
Cubs, who have won three and lost
Starting in the running spot at left
At the guard posts, steady D0
his interference, picking his holes,
and the outcome rates as a tossup.
three. This is the longest season any
and rating his speed. This boy has half, the Hollywood "comeback" gain
Jack Tulloch f0|
Past performances favor the Bull Silva and flashy
Frosh squad lias ever played.
what it takes to make a great back, ed 84 yards in 13 tries, a net aver
Under the expert guidance of
dogs. Of eight games played this fall, the best combine in the league. (,
Not much is known about 1 lacer
including the right mental attitude. If age of 6.5, and scored the first touch Ralph Francis, varsity basket hall
the BradshaW eleven has copped six, ter duties, handled by either 1
1. C., but as the challenge came
he can weather the storm of pub down on a 13-yard sprint around his mentor, Pacific's hoopsters have been
tied
one, and lost only one—to Har- Williams or Koehler, will fall j,
from them, the opposition should be
licity, and we're confident that he can left end. "The Tiger Man" piled working under cover for three weeks
din-Simmons,
one of the nation s capable hands.
tough. However, on the basis of
Km should give Fresno more than a up almost all of his yardage in the preparing for the 1937-38 basket ball
toughest,
by
a
score
of 14-7, and that RESERVES IMPORTANT
rapid improvement and the way the
few anxious moments. (And to think first period, once breaking away for season.
With
reserves
like
Campi,
game could easily have gone the
razzle-dazzle stuff has been clicking,
that just a couple of weeks back, 35 yards, only to have a holding pen
According to facts and figures.
other way. Comparative scores over Avery, Rippey, Keithley, Adamwe bemoaned the fact that I.loyd alty called on Pacific
He picked Coach Francis has a sterling squad
the Tigerlets rate as favorites. What
conference opponents and the Cal. and Harrell, the Bengals hold
wasn't getting a chance). Mr. IJoyd up more than half of C. O. P. s which should come through with ft
will happer^if the field is very muddy That's
TOBY
HEEB,
tricky Ramblers gfve the downstaters an edge in front line re-inforcements
of the Hollywood Lloyds certainly ground yardage, which totalled 151 fruitful season for the Orange and
may be something else again.
Fresno half, who has caused op
Both teams have good bat
delivered when the opportunity finally to the Aggies' 15.
Led by Tommy Olaeta and Emil ponents all kinds of jitters this edge on paper. Fresno licked the
Black. Only one veteran, Beck Par L ' . J
latter club, 20-7, while Pacific fell aplenty, with the probable start,
The Bengal line played a powerful sons, varsity center, is lost from Dependable is the word for KEN Seifert, the Frosh attack will
knocked.
season and is out to do the same
quartettes being Siegfried, Geot;
before the Ramblers, 4-7.
(2) Second bright spot in the Ti- game and smothered the Aggie run last year's squad.
NY GLEASON, Bulldog captain, swing into action at Roseville at against the Bengals.
Soper, Martinovich for Pacific; St
FRESNO FLASHIER
gen* showing was the way the line ning attack completely. The DavisHowever, this trouble seems to who calls plays and handles all 2:30 this afternoon. Don't miss
In three conference games, against dard, Heeb, Holbrook, Gleason |
men covered on punts. Aggie receiv men made only one first down from have found a remedy in the person fullback chores in topnotch style. this gigantic "Finger Bowl" opus!
Chico, Nevada and the Aggies, the Fresno State.
ers did not bring a single punt more rushing. However, they made six on of Pat Dunlap, who is filling Beck's
Bulldogs have tallied 105 points to
titan two steps. Fresno's chief of passes, good for 112 yards.
Weight averages of the proba1
shoes very well in practice sessions.
The Bengals gained 87 yards on Including Dunlap, the five
fensive threat is the elusive Toby
their opponents' 15. This entitles the starting line-ups give the Bengals
men
Hceb, who is one of the slickest punt passes, bringing their yardage to 2.58, around whom Francis will form his
Raisin City gridders to a bulge on two pound advantage, 184.6 to lj)
returners on the l'acific slope. If as compared to the Farmers' 127. squad are, Bud Doyle, Hal Kniveton,
offense, but not on defense, as Pa The starting Pacific line bulks ]
I'acific is to win, this little jack-rabbit First downs were 12-7, Pacific, almost Mick Parsons, and Dick Keeble.
cific scored 33 points on the same to the man, as compared to 186 i
must be bottled up. From the looks a duplicate of the score.
Other potential starters are: Park
trio and held them to nine.
Fresno, while the backs average |:
of that Aggie game, Swagerty, Tul- SOUTHERN CAL. DAY
Wilson, Earl Dahl, Bill Avery, Hugh
Outside the conference, Pacific's and 176, respectively.
Pacific's second score came mid McWilliams, Ed Koehler, and Al
loch and company can handle the
record, while spotty, is more.impres
It's anybody's ball game t\
oncoming freight on all punts, as way in the second quarter, when Dick Sopar.
sive. The San Jose, California, and the conference crown at stai
Bentley
made
it
an
"All-Southern
long as—
An incomplete roster of hoopsters
particularly the St. Mary's game Will Pacific successfully deft:
By DANNY GASSBERG
(With RALPH TREMBLEY as go-between)
nay" by taking Al now practicing: Jack Anderson, Earl
(3) Al Sopcr continues his high California
its crown against the tough Fn
booming kicking. The Linden lad's George's 15-yard pass and rambling Dahl, Dalph DePuy, Bud Doyle, Pat
The Corson-coached Tibabes won
nans or will the Bulldogs claw;
(DICK)
20—RICHARD
30
more
for
a
touchdown.
MartinoNO.
(TIGER)
19—EMRYS
NO.
toe-work in the Davis skirmish was
Dunlap, Francis Finney, Lloyd Hoff
their final game of the regular sea
Tigers?
Fifteen thousand fc:
BENTLEY
LLOYD
superb. Not only were the punts vich's second kick, unlike the first,
MAINSTAYS
man, Dick Keeble, Hal Kniveton,
son in convincing fashion when they
ball fanatics will witness the a:
Dick "Stub" Bentley, stocky, cotton trounced the Cal. Aggie Freshmen,
long, averaging 50 yards per boot, did not split the crossbar, but went Mark Parsons, Paul Rippon, and
Emrys "Tiger" "Butch" Lloyd is an
wer on the Raisin City greet
but they were sky-high in most cases. wide, leaving the interim score 13-0. Park Wilson.
apt subject for study at this time. topped wingback, is one of our most 13-0, at Davis last Saturday. The
ward
on Turkey Day. Will v;
The
fine
kicking
of
Al
Soper,
who
That's the best feature about "Sope's"
Football players who are not avail Thanksgiving's championship game effective blocking backs. However, victory brought the Cubs up to a .500
be one of them?
punting—the lofty altitude he gets on outdistanced Serpa, the Aggie ace, able now, but will be after the season will find Lloyd in the spotlight, with Dick has made his chief bid for fame
percentage, having won three while
them. Only that kind of kicking will kept the Mustangs bottled up com is completed are Bill Avery, Bob much of the fate of our running at on the receiving end of passes. In
losing a like number.
keep Hceb in hot water. It's pretty pletely during the first half, and it Adamina, Ed Koehler, Hugh Mc tack in his hands. The Hollywood the S. C. and Cal. Aggie games Dick
Although the scoreboard showed
darn' hard to return 'em when three was not until late in the third quar Williams and Al Sopar.
boy is being hailed as the big sur has shown not only ability to make only two scores for Corson's Cooties,
ter
that
the
Hickey
Hicks
could
get
guys drape themselves around your
THE RECORDS
prise of the season -since his change fine catches but to go places With they literally "walked all over" the
neck a split-second after you catch their attack rolling.
from center to tail-back, but to those the ball well tucked under his arm. little Farmers. Frosh running plays
FRESNO STATE
With a hard rain driving down all
the apple.
who know his ability, it seems merely Last week he contributed the second found gaping holes in the Agglet for
13
U. S. C. Spartans.. .13
(4) Still another bright point at during the final half, Al Serpa com Tiger forwards kept the Aggies in that a good man got his break.
touchdown with a 30-yd. run after
ward wall, and the forward-lateral
7
Willamette
0
Davis was the charging, aggressive pleted 8 passes, most of them to Ivan their own hack yard all during this
taking a pass just behind the Cal.
Lloyd
started
his
football
at
Holly
passing
attack
with
good
timing
reel
quarter.
Swagerty's
recovery
of
play of the Tiger forwards. They "Pinky" Redden, end, who finally
20
Cal. Ramblers
7
Aggie full.
wood
High,
playing
center
on
a
line
ed off heavy yardage.
showed the same spirit that was so tallied at the fag end of the third fumble on the Mustang 9 set the containing such names as Clark and
24
Whittier
0
Dick inherited the appellation of
After tinkering around in the first
valuable against San Jose, CaJ., and frame, taking a 30-yard pitch in the stage for another Pacific tally, but Holbridge of Stanford, Radiovich "Stub" at Glendale Jaysee when some
19..
Cal. Aggies
0
frame, the Orange and Black Babes
GEOZCrE
St. Mary's. It will take marvelous end zone. The attempted conversion the props caved in on the one foot and Gaisford of S. C., and Milt
40
Chico State
7
wiseacre yelled across the football began to move in. The second period
was
smothered.
line.
The
game
ended
with
Martino
offensive to score THROUGH that
46
Nevada
8
Pollack
of
Cal.
He
was
called
by
field
"Get
off
your
knees,
Bentley"
!
saw the Tigerlets put on a concerted
Despite Serpa's prolific passing, the vich faking a field goal on the 23
Bengaline. Fresno will have to go
7
Hardin-Simmons
..14
L.
A.
papers
the
toughest
center
in
He
has
played
six
years
of
football
in
drive that netted them a tally. An boosted the Bengals stock consider
into the air for points, and they won't Bengals generated several threats in yard line.
the city league and dubbed by lm the city of Glendale, having repre Aggie fumble on the Farmers' 31 ably more than Fresno's rating bene'
get 'em there, if Coaches Stagg and the fourth period. Alert play by the HONORABLE MENTION
176
teammates "Tiger."
49
sented both Hoover High and Glen yard line was recovered by Pacific, fitted
from the Hardin-Simmons
Francis can help it.
Lloyd, of course, was the big news
dale Junior College.
ALL AROUND STAR
game,
and
their
victories
over
the
and
in
eight
plays,
Halbert
galloped
of
the
contest,
but
his
fine
perform
may he, they can't be much better
"The Tiger" continued his football GETS AROUND
PACIFIC
over for the first score. Doug Vieira, Ramblers, Willamette and Whittier,
than either Mushy Pollock and Tony ance was directly attributable to the
Re Pass Defense:
career at Glendale J. C., moving into
Before coming to Pacific, Dick at the pride of Pittsburg, place-kicked There is little doubt that the Pacific
0
U. S. C
40
Falkenstein, respectively.
Both of crumbling blocking of Mike Martino
the backfield at half full. Here he tended U. C. L. A. extension divi the extra point, giving the Corsonites schedule has been more "represen
7
San Jose State
12
,1m
Thi
can't go out on the those flashy gentlemen were stopped vich, who played his usual stolid
was dependable enough to start every sion and visited at least ten schools a 7-0 lead at. half time.
tative" (as we experts say) than the
13
Chico State
0
l,
That's why they are cold by Pacific. Heeb is definitely game at full. Al George's pitching
game for two years and to pave the throughout the country, viewing the
comparatively unrocky sked played
0
California
20
working on it so intently now. The the Pollock type, while Falkenstein is and the catching of Trembley and
COLTS ON THE RUN
by the Bulldogs.
one weak point in Pacific'c armor to- probably the toughest bucker the Ben Bentley were other high spots, in ad way for many of Cooper's long runs. set-ups and living on the campus for
7
Nevada
3
No sooner had the third period
Coming to Pacific, Lloyd has played a day or two. Hi has friends in
date has been the wobbly defense. gals have faced all season. Form dition to Soper's booming punts,
Pacific's strongest point all season
0
St. Mary's
0
begun,
when
the
sparks
began
to
fly.
center, full and tailback, to round out every college on the coast, so it
which averaged close to 50 yards.
Only a few of the backs seem gifted your own conclusions.
4
Cal. Ramblers
7
Forvard passes, shovel passes, and has been the uniformly stubborn line
Uniformly fine work was turned in a versatile knowledge of football. should^ be a credit to Pacific that he
with the sense of where-thc-ball'sDefinitely out on the limb now, let's
13
Cal. Aggies
6
laterals, the same razzle-dazzle that play. No opponent has found the
His
interests
lie
in
the
mechanical
chose
it.
going and what-to-do-about-it. This saw it off hy saying that Pacific will by the Tiger linemen, but the es
dumped Salinas J. C., filled
the air Pacific line easy. Most of the scor
field
where
he
some
time
hopes
to
state of affairs must be remedied or retain its Far Western title on pecially good job of smearing punt
"The Blonde Bomber" is a Phys
44
88
to befuddle the Mustang Colts. With ing done on the Tigers has come as
Fresno may threaten through the Thanksgiving Day. This will prob returners done by Ends Swagerty be connected with aviation. Off the Ed. major and plans to join "Ye Go
the result of passes. Chief bulwark
Emil
Seifert
on
the
throwing
end
and
ploying
field,
Lloyd
is
modest,
goodozone, even thoug the Bulldogs have ably he Pacific's last game as a mem and Hedges, and Guard Jack Tulloch
Between" in graduate work at U. C.
of the defense is "Iron Mike" Mar
not shown much of a pass attack this ber of the F-W league and it will be rates separate mention. Irwin Grubbs natured, and extremely well-liked by L. A. His favorite pastime is a bull Vieira and Collet receiving and Iater- tinovich, steel-plated fullback, who
aling,
the
Dean
s
Darlings
moved
season.
one to remember.
Martinovich, at tackle played sixty minutes of con all. If he continued to crash oppos session and contrary to the opinions
is Pacific's best bet for All-Coast
Fresno bases most of its power George, O'Hare, Silva and the rest sistent, fighting ball and was a prime ing lines for first downs, he will be of other columnists, he is no wo some fifty yards downfield, only to be honors.
shopped
short
of
a
score.
Then
Dale
on the speed sprinting of Heeb and of the seniors will see to that. It's force in stopping the Aggie attack, even better liked.
man hater.
Halbert intercepted a Farmerlet toss NEW BENGAL ATTACK
Emery's chance of adding to hu
the bucking of Gleason, their best kinda nice to wind up a collegiate
For the hometowners, Serpa and
On offense, the Bengals have flash
on the Aggie twenty, but again the
all-around back. Good as this pair career with gold footballs.
Redden were as good as advertised, popularity are bright, as he has aned only streaks of form. For lack
Cubs were held.
and Gardiner, hack, and Eales, end, Qtlier season of competition left.
In the last quarter, even though of a strong, hard-running back,
were better than average.
McElroy-Vieira aerials clicked beau Stagg has had to rely upon the pass
And now it's ON TO FRESNO!
of opposition, but the Bears will be
tifully, it was up to little Tommy ing of Al George for his principal
keyed for their best performance,
Olaeta to punch over the final score. scoring weapon. However, in the
of the year. Cal. by at least one
With two minutes remaining in the A&Rie game last week, a new ball
touchdown, and probably two
ball game, the natty Nevadan plucked carrying star, "Tiger" Lloyd came to
WASHINGTON STATE - ORE
an Agglet pass out of the ozone and the fore and Pacific's offense, for
THIS WEEKGON STATE—Joe Gray's last ride,
scampered 55 yards through a broken the first time this year, rates as
INDIANA - PURDUE-^Tab In and \\ ash. State will be very glad
field to run the count to 13, The genuinely dangerous.
(liana to take a close one. Not more to get rid of him. O. S. C. hy ten
Over in the Fresno camp, great
conversion attempt was wide, and a
than one score margin.
points.
few plays later the contest ended with reliance is placed upon the twinkleWISCONSIN-MINNESOTA — A
S. M. U.-U. S. C.—The battle of
the Cubs on top, 13-0.
toes of little Toby Heeb, who ranks
harder game for the Gophers than it the alphabet schools will be won by
looks on the surface. Minnesota by Southern Methodist. Should be very
The Frosh squad, as a whole, con with the best of 'em as a punt-return
a touchdown.
tinned to show improvement.
Such er and on open-field work in general
close.
NOTRE DAME - NORTHWEST- NEXT WEEK—Nov. 25, Thanks
things however, as Halbert's punting His performance against Hardin
ERN I his is an absolute tossup, giving Day.
and line-bucking, Olaeta's punting Simmons stamp him as the man for
but we like that Irish spirit. Notre
and defensive work, Vieira's pass C. O. P. to watch.
MISSOURI over KANSAS by one
Dame by a point.
Amply supporting him will be the
snagging and the throwing and run
touchdown or less.
DARTMOUTH-COLUMBIA — A
ning of Seifert and McElroy, stood handy, fullback field general, Captain
CORNELL over PENN. by two
swell place for an upset, but Dart touchdowns.
out strongly Up front, Nogue and Kenny Gleason, who bucks, block
mouth should come through in a very
Collet played hang-up ball at ends and backs-up the line in sturdy style.
V
ANDERBILT
over
ALABAMA
close one.
and Piccardo, Jacobson, Zumstein,
resno is booming Gleason for small
in a big upset.
YALE-DARI MOUTH— Perhaps
Line, et al, were as firm as
college All-America. It will be inPACIFIC over FRESNO by one
the best game of the day. Harvard
0 C m arC Ws Work with
touchdown, in a terrific upset to
will extend Yale all the way, but Fresno.
that of Pacific s jack-of-all-trades on
Seifert-the F'ying
rank will play his greatest game Nov. 27—
Dutchman, was acting captain ... T T«go"P°n' Mike Martinovich
and the* Elis will win, 20-19.
NOIRE DAME over U. S. C. by
Ward Piccardo came out of the LINE EDGE TO C. O. P.
ALBURN-GEORGIA—Auburn, by
tussle with a bruised hip . . , Dean onFthT°'S °5eanSe' Signed mostly
one _ touchdown. Too cold for the
two touchdowns, if Louisiana did not Trojans.
Corson telling us we "sure could on the ground floor plan, will receive
take too much out of them last week.
think up a lots of ways to say
NAVY over ARMY by a field goal,!
eSt f,
the
RICE-T. C. U.—Texas Christian not much more.
1
as
as w[lltfF
will the Fresno T
forward wall. The
will win a bitter game, and start its
woT'* I 't ' ' 3nd 311 because they
PITT over DUKE by two touchwon t let us say "Pacific Fro
1
march toward the Texas title.
18 ligHt inSP0ts and «°t
iron
downs, mebbe only one.
whoops, almost said it'
"p0; as
as strong ln reserve strength as the
VILLANOVA-TEMPLE—Our up
STANFORD over COLUMBIA in
set special. Temple to dump unde a very hard game.
^.G-ch jim that
DICK BENTLEY, Glendale's gift hf fe
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Now!

feated Villanova.

is going to play the

L. S. U over TULANE for the to C. O. P., owns that white-thatch Placer
game Friday, and
Tim
•
bat" in the Agglet f r a v
one we're championship of Louisana
promising to
that is always in the thick of J'm
Cal. will get plenty
BAYLOR over RICE in a tossup. things. He'll play against Fresno.
Varsit? day'esPesha"y
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Jim

Home Made Pies and Cakes

Special This Week—Fresh Dipped Chocolate Creams

Greeting Cards For All Occasions
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and
Vernon
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4 9 c Pound
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TILL
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for comvet
heavy
enough for warmth through
sub zero spells! Smart, durobe fabrics in the favored
Greys, tans, blues.
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